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Abstract

One effective means of computing NP-hard problems is provided by fixed-parameter tractable (fpt-) algorithms. An fpt-algorithm is an algorithm whose running time is polynomial in the input size and superpolynomial only as a function of an input parameter. Provided that the parameter is small enough, an fpt-algorithm runs fast even for large inputs. In this paper, we report on an investigation of the evolvability of fpt-algorithms via Genetic Programming (GP). The problem used in this investigation is the NP-hard 2D-Euclidean Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP), which is known to be fpt if the number of points not on the convex hull is taken as the parameter. The algorithm evolved in our GP study turns out to have clear characteristics of an fpt-algorithm. The results suggest GP can be utilized for generating fpt-algorithms for NP-hard problems in general, as well as for discovering input parameters that could be used to develop fpt-algorithms.

1 Introduction

Many computational problems, including those figuring in computational cognitive theories, are NP-hard. Traditionally, such NP-hard problems are considered intractable for all but small input sizes [3]. This has led applied computer scientists to focus attention on developing inexact (heuristic) methods for approaching NP-hard problems, and cognitive scientists to reject NP-hard problems as psychologically implausible models of human cognition [14]. However, it is known that certain NP-hard functions can be computable in a time that is polynomial for the overall input size and superpolynomial for only a small aspect of the input, called the parameter. Problems for which this holds are called fixed-parameter tractable and are said to belong to the complexity class FPT [2]. As long as the parameter is small enough for those instances of interest, an NP-hard problem in FPT can be considered efficiently solvable.

How do we know if a given problem is in FPT for some parameter $k$? One way of finding out is by designing an algorithm that solves the problem and establish that its running time can be expressed as a polynomial function of the input size, $n$, and a superpolynomial function of $k$ (i.e., time $O(n^\alpha f(k))$, where $\alpha$ is some constant and $f(.)$ is a function depending only on $k$). Designing such an algorithm can be technically quite challenging, however, especially if the relevant parameter is yet to be discovered. It is for this reason that we investigate here the utility of genetic programming (GP) as a general method for developing or discovering fpt-algorithms for NP-hard problems.

Genetic programming (GP) is an evolutionary computation technique used to evolve computer programs [6, 13]. Populations of programs are evaluated and the fittest individuals are ‘bred’ to form new populations. Breeding is performed by applying genetic operations such as crossover, which creates new programs by recombining random parts of two selected programs, and mutation, where a random part of a program is randomly altered to form a new program. We used GP to evolve an algorithm that solves instances of the 2-dimensional Euclidean Traveling Salesman problem (TSP): given a set of points (‘cities’) in the plane, find the shortest tour visiting all points and returning to its starting point. This problem is known to be NP-hard and in FPT if the number of inner points is taken as a parameter [1]. The inner points of a TSP instance are the points that are in the interior of the convex hull. GP has often been applied to finding heuristic algorithms for TSP (see for example [12]), but to our knowledge no attempts to use GP to find fpt-algorithms exist to this date.

The aim of this research is to test whether or not an fpt-algorithm for TSP can be evolved using GP. Also of interest is whether GP can be used to discover potentially interesting input parameters for use in
developing new fpt-algorithms for NP-hard problems in general. The rest of this paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 describes our method, Section 3 provides our results and Section 4 concludes.

2 Method

In GP, when evaluating an evolved program, called an individual, it is executed within a context of predefined
supporting code, referred to as the environment. As this environment does not evolve, its functionality
remains constant over all evaluations. The environment combined with the individual forms the algorithm.
The primitive set is the set of functions, variables and constants available to the GP process for generating
programs. As tree-based GP [13] was used, functions are referred to as function nodes (forming internal
nodes in a program’s tree), while variables and constants are terminal nodes (forming the leaves). Lastly,
where the primitive set and environment define the search space, it is the fitness function that defines the
goal of the search process [13], with individuals assigned a higher fitness value having a higher chance of
being selected for breeding.

2.1 The environment

For the environment a structure was chosen similar to the one used in [12]. In this environment, a tour is
built step by step, with the evolved individual forming a function that determines for each step what the
next city in the tour should be. Algorithm 1 contains a pseudocode version of the environment. For each
TSP instance used to evaluate a given individual, the environment loops through all cities in the problem
instance that have not yet been ‘visited’ (i.e., that are not yet part of the tour). For each city, the evolved
function calculates a score. When all unvisited cities have been scored, the city with the lowest score is
selected. This city is added to the tour, and is therefore considered ‘visited’. This process repeats itself until
the tour includes all cities in the problem instance. In effect the algorithm ‘travels’ from city to city until it
has visited them all and the tour is complete. If at each step the evolved function has given the best score to
the correct city, the algorithm has found an optimal tour. In case of a Nearest Neighbor heuristic, it would
score each city according to its distance from the ‘current’ city (i.e., the distance from the city last added to
the tour to the city being evaluated), which will not yield an optimal tour for many problem instances.

Algorithm 1 The environment represented in pseudocode.

```plaintext
city-start = random city
city-current = city-start
while not visited all cities do
    selected = None
    bestscore = \infty
    for all unvisited cities do
        city-eval = next unvisited city to evaluate
        score = result of evolved function
        if score < bestscore then
            bestscore = score
            selected = city-eval
        end if
    end for
    add selected city to tour
    city-current = selected
end while
return length of tour
```

This structure was chosen because it constrains the evolved function to the specific task of solving TSP. The
structure allows for a wide range of solvers, from purely heuristic (e.g., Nearest Neighbor) variations, to
optimal exhaustive searchers. Which exact algorithms can be constructed is constrained by the primitive set.
### 2.2 The primitive set

Tree-based GP was used, so an evolved algorithm forms a tree structure consisting of any valid combination of function nodes and terminal nodes. Strong typing was used to enforce type requirements of certain nodes [11]. At its root, the tree returns a real number: the calculated score. All function nodes and many terminal nodes return this type, meaning they can form the root of the tree, allowing for a wide variety of possible programs.

The basic concept behind the primitive set was also inspired by the research of [12], in that the primary tool for scoring a city to be used in the evolved function was `distance`. However, unlike their research, in our experiment we required the primitive set to be sufficient for specific types of algorithms other than heuristics such as Nearest Neighbor. The first type is exhaustive algorithms, the second is fpt-algorithms.

#### 2.2.1 Iteration and recursion

Some form of iteration or recursion is needed in order for an evolved program to implement something more complex than a heuristic of a complexity that is linear to the size of its tree. Therefore, both iteration and recursion were implemented and added to the primitive set.

Traditional implementations of iteration in GP [8, 9] do not allow for nested loops, nor do they allow for a loop counter or element reference to be used by other nodes in the tree when iterating over a vector. In this research, complex nested loop structures are of interest, as they allow for more advanced calculations, and more emergent computational complexity. Therefore, a simplified version of the iteration implementation described in [4, 5] was used. A for-loop node was implemented which iterates over all unvisited cities when called. On each iteration, it sets a variable to reference the current unvisited city in the iteration, and evaluates its child node. The result is added to a running total, which is returned at the end of the loop. The variable can be accessed through a special terminal node that can only be generated inside the subtree of a given for-loop node, as it will be linked to that specific loop node and only has a value inside its ‘scope’.

Recursion was implemented in the form of a terminal node. When this node is called while calculating the score for the city under evaluation, it adds the evaluated city to the tour and recursively calls the function holding the algorithm. By doing this, it causes the calculation of the rest of the tour as the algorithm would find it, if the given city were to be added to the tour. The length of this tour is returned, and the node returns this in turn as its result, after removing the evaluated city from the tour.

#### 2.2.2 Primitive set contents

With the evolved program calculating a score using real numbers, it seemed useful to include basic mathematical operations for calculating and combining results from other nodes. The function set contained function nodes for addition, subtraction, multiplication and division, and for min and max operations. All these nodes require two children returning numbers, and return a single number themselves after performing their mathematical operation on the results of the child nodes. Besides these basic operations, certain

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>distance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Return type</td>
<td>Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child nodes</td>
<td>2 of type city</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Returns the distance between the two given cities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>if-on-convex</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Return type</td>
<td>Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child nodes</td>
<td>1 of type city, 2 of type number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>If the given city is on the convex hull, returns the result of evaluating the first numeric child node. Else it returns the result of the second.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>for-loop-X</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Return type</td>
<td>Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child nodes</td>
<td>1 of type number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Loops through unvisited cities, evaluating the child node for each one and adding up the result to a running total. This total is returned. $X$ is a number referring to the associated variable-node, see Table 2.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Function set, domain-specific functions
domain-specific functions were necessary, listed in Table 1. The distance node is used to find the distance between two cities. As arguments for this function, several terminal nodes exist that return a given city, listed in Table 2. The relevant nodes for iteration and recursion are also included, and are as defined earlier. Lastly, a node was added that represents the knowledge of the convex hull of a given TSP instance. This if-on-convex node checks if a given city is on the convex hull. If so, then it evaluates the first of its subtrees; if not, then it evaluates the other. Therefore, an evolved program using this node can alter its method of calculating a score (and its result) depending on whether the evaluated city is on the convex hull or not.

### 2.3 Fitness function

Traditionally, GP experiments use a single value to determine the fitness, such as the difference between the length of a shortest tour (i.e., the optimal solution for TSP) and the length of the tour that was found by an individual. In this experiment, however, there are two relevant values: speed and accuracy.

Speed was measured using the number of tree nodes evaluated in creating an individual’s tour, where a lower number of evaluations is faster and therefore better (on this measure). Individuals with many loops or with a recursion would evaluate a larger number of nodes, and score worse than a Nearest Neighbor-like individual. Equation 1 shows how the speed measure was calculated, where the number of instances refers to the instances used in evaluating the individual.

\[
fitness_{\text{speed}} = \frac{\text{number of instances}}{\text{nodes evaluated}}
\]

Accuracy was measured as the difference between the length of an optimal solution to the TSP instance the individual just solved, and the length of the tour the individual found. Equation 2 shows the exact calculation.

\[
fitness_{\text{accuracy}} = \frac{1}{1 + \text{tour length error}}
\]

Note that Equations 1 and 2 are chosen such that \( fitness_{\text{speed}} \) is decreasing in the number of evaluated nodes, and \( fitness_{\text{accuracy}} \) is decreasing in the length of the produced tour.

In exploratory runs it became clear that, if both \( fitness_{\text{speed}} \) and \( fitness_{\text{accuracy}} \) independently contributed to overall fitness, then the Nearest Neighbor (NN) individuals and exhaustive search individuals, consisting of only three and one nodes respectively, would always be selected for breeding. Apparently their good speed and good accuracy respectively would always “beat” more complex individuals that were in their initial stages of development. This made it practically impossible for more complex individuals to exist for
longer than a single generation, and therefore difficult for such individuals to evolve into more ‘fit’ variants. To prevent the search process from fixating on the two extremes of exhaustive versus NN search, lower limits were set on both speed and accuracy. These limits would start at a high level in the beginning of the run, but would become lower with each generation until (i) the accuracy limit would make Nearest Neighbor search unfeasible and (ii) the speed limit would make exhaustive search unfeasible. It was our expectation that the introduction of such strict lower limits would enable the evolution process to go beyond the fastest heuristic approach and the intractable exact approach, and explore instead accurate yet tractable algorithms such as fpt-algorithms. The fitness functions with the additional lower limits are given in Equation 3.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{nodes evaluated} & > \text{maximum nodes } \lor \\
\text{tour length error} & > \text{maximum error } \Rightarrow \\
fitness_{\text{speed}} &= fitness_{\text{accuracy}} = 0 \\
\text{otherwise } \Rightarrow fitness_{\text{speed}} &= \frac{\text{number of instances}}{\text{nodes evaluated}} \land fitness_{\text{accuracy}} = \frac{1}{1 + \text{tour length error}}
\end{align*}
\]

In comparing two individuals, it is very likely that neither of them may be better in both speed and accuracy, particularly in the earlier generations of a run, and especially considering the existence of the extreme individuals mentioned earlier. A simple criterion was introduced to counteract this effect: Whenever individuals were compared during selection, if neither was better on both speed and accuracy, there would be a chance they were then compared on either speed or accuracy to find a winner. This probability was set to start at a high level, and decreased as the process advanced in generations.

### 2.4 Experiment details

The GP experiment was implemented using the evolutionary computation for Java toolkit, ECJ [10]. Many GP parameters were left at the defaults used by Koza [7], such as those involving the building of initial trees in the population. Experiment-specific parameters and their values are listed in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generations</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population size</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crossover rate(^1)</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutation rate(^1)</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reproduction rate(^1)</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSP instance size</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSP instances per evaluation</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total pool of random instances</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\)The crossover, mutation and reproduction rates determine the probability of said genetic operation being used in breeding a new individual. See [7, 13] for details on these operations.

The TSP instances used in the experiment each consisted of 7 points. This number was kept deliberately low to ensure that evaluation progressed at a reasonable rate. Larger instances meant that individuals using (exhaustive) recursion would spend a large amount of time per instance, making the evaluation of a large number of individuals take an impractical amount of time. Population size was limited to 128 for the same reason. The instances were generated beforehand, as a set of 7 random coordinates in an area of 500 by 500 points. Every possible number of inner points (0 to 4, as a minimum of 3 points form the convex hull) was equally represented in the pool of instances. This was achieved by randomly generating point sets and disregarding instances that did not match the required number of inner points. For each generated instance both the optimal solution and the points on the convex hull were calculated. Each individual was evaluated on 50 TSP instances randomly selected from a pool of 500 available instances.
3 Results

3.1 Best evolved individual

In the GP experiment, one type of individual was consistently selected as the best individual of a run. The individual’s code is shown in Program 1. This individual would generally develop fairly early in the run, between generations 10 and 25 (of 50), and due to its relatively high fitness it would immediately form the best individual of the generation and remain so until the end of the run. The early development is not surprising given the structure of the individual. It is a small tree consisting of only a few nodes, and substantial parts of the tree are formed by nodes that make up two common individuals in the population. The subtree \((\text{distance city-current city-eval})\) is equal to the tree of a Nearest Neighbor (NN) individual, shown in Program 2. Similarly, the \((\text{recursion})\) node would on its own form the entirety of an exhaustive search individual, shown in Program 3.

Program 1 The program of the best evolved individual.

\[
\text{(if-on-convex city-current}
\begin{align*}
\quad & (\text{distance city-current city-eval}) \\
\quad & (\text{recursion})
\end{align*}
\]

Program 2 The program of the common Nearest Neighbor individual.

\[
(\text{distance city-current city-eval})
\]

Program 3 The program of the common exhaustive search individual.

\[
(\text{recursion})
\]

The behavior of the best evolved individual (Program 1) is straightforward: If the current city is part of the convex hull, it travels to the nearest neighboring city. Otherwise, it recursively builds possible extensions of the tour resulting from travelling to any of the unvisited cities. This recursive process repeats until the program encounters again a point on the convex hull, in which case it will extend each of the partial tours constructed so far by traveling to the nearest unvisited neighbor. From all tours constructed in the process, the program determines which is the shortest, and travels to the unvisited city that has that tour as a result. Note that if the instance the algorithm is solving happens to have few inner points, say only 1, it will do much less recursion than an exhaustive solver. At the same time, it will give more accurate results than NN when solving more complex instances with multiple inner points, as the ‘look ahead’ in the recursion allows it to avoid certain bad choices that NN would make. If tours with such bad choices occur after a recursion has been entered, they will most likely be discarded due to their higher length.

3.2 Fpt-characteristics

Is the best evolved individual an fpt-algorithm for TSP? To address this question, we first consider the algorithm’s time behavior: The worst-case\(^2\) time-complexity of the best individual is \(O(k! (n - k)^2) = O(k! n^2)\), where \(n\) is the total number of points and \(k\) is the number of inner points. For instances with zero inner points, the program behaves as an NN individual (with time-complexity \(O(n^2)\)), and for instances with a very large number of inner points, performance is nearer an exhaustive search (with time-complexity \(O(n!)\)). We also investigated the algorithm’s average-case time-complexity by running the algorithm on the 500 random instances in the pool. The results, depicted in Figure 1a, show that the average time required for Program 1 to find a tour grows speedily with the number of inner points, with its running time being close to that of the NN heuristic for few inner points and growing closer to the exhaustive algorithm as the number of inner points increase. In sum, the evolved program indeed exploits the number of inner points for

\(^2\)Due to the nature of both the environment and the evolved program itself, an individual’s time-complexity depends on the point selected as starting point (which is a random selection). If this point is an inner point, for example, more recursion will be performed than if that city is not visited until later on in the computation.
Figure 1: Speed (a) and accuracy (b) as a function of number of inner points, for the evolved program, NN, and exhaustive search, averaged over all 500 random instances and all possible starting cities.

the efficient computation of instances for which that parameter is small, and the running-time behavior is as one expects of an fpt-algorithm (i.e., the running time can be expressed as a polynomial function of input size, \( n \), and a superpolynomial function of only the parameter \( k \)).

As it turns out, the best evolved individual does not meet the second criterion for being an fpt-algorithm, viz., exactness. Due to its reliance on NN to select the optimal tour when travelling over the convex hull, it inherits some of NN’s flaws. Figure 2 shows an example of a trivial instance (i.e., one without any inner points) where, for a certain starting point, NN fails to find an optimal tour. Such instances are not rare: For only 4 of the 100 generated instances with no inner points, NN is able to find an optimal tour regardless of the starting point, with on average 3.32 out of 7 starting points per instance resulting in a less than optimal tour. Be that as it may, the performance of the best evolved individual is much better than NN for all instances with at least one inner point (see Figure 1b). Hence, even if the best evolved individual is not an exact algorithm for TSP, it clearly outperforms a polynomial-time heuristic, like NN.

Figure 2: Example instance with no inner points where NN does not find an optimal tour when starting from a certain city (starting city shown in black).

4 Conclusion

The program evolved in our GP experiment shows clear characteristics of an fpt-algorithm, even though strictly speaking it is not: The program does not solve all TSP instances optimally, though it is much more accurate than its polynomial-time competitor, the NN heuristic. Also, the program is characterized by an fpt running time of \( O(k! \cdot n^2) \). This result is promising with regards to the utility of GP for developing fpt-algorithms for NP-hard problems in general and discovering relevant parameters that can be used in such algorithms. We think that the fact that the best individual in our experiment was not an exact algorithm for TSP does not detract from this point, because an evolved fpt-heuristic can give a clear suggestion as to the direction in which an fpt-algorithm can be sought. After all, TSP is known to be in FPT if the parameter is the number of inner points [1], and the fpt-heuristic evolved in our experiment used this same parameter to bound its superpolynomial running time. Besides the important step of discovering the parameter, it is conceivable that fpt-like inexact individuals themselves can be transformed into fpt-algorithms; and even if they cannot, an evolved (inexact) fpt-heuristic may still strike a better balance between speed and accuracy for instances of practical interest, than do available polynomial-time heuristics.
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